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Disclaimer 

Information, tools, tables, aids, worksheets contained in this 
publication and website, is general information only and not 
intended to be used as the sole information regarding your 
life and business. Readers are encouraged to seek independ-
ent professional advice before making their own decisions 
and assessments of their own unique personal situation. 
The publisher and author do not assume any responsibility 
whatsoever under any conditions or circumstances. 

Keys

Throughout the book look out for these keys, tools 
or skills to help you become a balanced person, a 
more productive member of society and understand-
ing yourself and others more completely. 

Free A4 workbook at  
www.abconlinebooks.com  

Contents
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Introduction 

This book is aimed at beginners, so if I may, I’m 
going to ask you to stop, just for a moment and 
imagine that you haven’t been mentally assaulted 
by every form of advertising and marketing 
known to man since birth, and ask you to consider 
the following point:    

 
Just because you know  

what great food tastes like 
doesn’t mean you can cook, 
the same concept applies to 
advertising and marketing.

If you take the time to read through this book, I 
hope to provide you with a little of my knowledge 
and a few basic thoughts that I’ve developed that 
will give you a different way of looking at and 
hopefully improving your business.  
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Chapter 1

Advertising & Marketing

Welcome to the world of advertising.

It’s easy, you make up an ad,  

the customer sees the ad, the customer buys.  

Pretty simple huh?  

The problem is that the average consumer 

is assaulted buy 500 to 3,000 ad’s per/day 

depending on, where you live, 

how and how far you travel to work, etc.  

Given that number of ad’s, less than 3% 

of ad’s actually stay with the consumer. 

Out of those messages only 2 or 3 will 

get through to the customers brain.
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What is Advertising
Advertising convinces customers to buy!  It’s 
all about their feelings, your customers wants, 
needs and desires are not always real or logical. 
Items generally regarded as needs are twisted 
by our modern view on life, as a case in point 
we all need food and shelter, but take a trip to 
any developing country and you see that millions 
get by without a 3000sqm supermarket or 5 bed-
room air conditioned houses. Modern lifestyle 
“needs” are coloured by advertising.    

Advertising Requires 
an Emotional Need

This book is a basic starter only and is in-
tended to give home and small business own-
ers the tools and knowledge they need to be-
gin and then go further and should give you 
a solid understanding of marketing and ad-
vertising to build your business success on.
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What is Marketing 
Marketing is all about the provable facts, who, 
wants what, where they are, and how much 
will they pay. To go further you’ll need to 
know what are their other options, can you (or 
do you even want to) offer your product or ser-
vice, at the right price!  Also what can you add 
or subtract to better meet the customers wants or 
needs.  In short its everything developing a prod-
uct and taking it to market  

Marketing
Requires Proof

Message

You can learn a lot of basic marketing 
from looking at traditional types of selling. 
There are many types of selling & sales tech-
niques and each one has a marketing lesson that 
you can apply to your business.  
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The Evolution of Marketing

The sale of any product in human history in-
volves marketing (ok in some cases, very little) 
but nevertheless it was there.  A clever Egyptian 
salesperson wondering how to make the most 
gold on a slightly used mummy, or a few thou-
sand years later roman sandals, or a few thousand 
years later an eco-friendly car.   

Once we move from a sale i.e.: 3 orang-
es for a dollar to the same product but a bet-
ter offer i.e. squeezed juice or precut orang-
es, then your thinking about the customer and 
what you can do for them, now your start-
ing to market and add value to the transaction. 

 I believe that 
Advertising & Marketing are 

opposite sides of the same coin, 
one is fact the other is feeling.
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Chapter Action Plan

•	Understand advertising as a concept
•	Understand marketing as a concept
•	Understanding the differences between  

marketing and advertising

Notes of Wisdom

Putting customers first is the most powerful 
thing any business can do. 

“The human body has two ears and one mouth. 
To be good at persuading or selling, you must 
learn to use those natural devices in proportion. 
Listen twice as much as you talk and you’ll 
succeed in persuading others nearly every time.”

Tom Hopkins  

Forms, Life tools and Links

 » Forms and Links available at www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 2 

Building a Marketing Map

Introduction

Most small businesses fail for one reason or an-
other in their first year and quite a lot more within 
the next five years. Failures can be due to lack of 
turnover, poor business understanding, a lack of 
customers, poor advertising and market targeting. 
But in truth almost all failures can be put down 
to poor or non existent planning.  

If you can get a good grip on your marketing
you increase your chance at succeeding

in business ten times over. 

Your marketing map/plan is a description of your 
goals short and long-term, as well as the strate-
gies you’ll use to achieve them.   
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Your Chapter Goals 

•	Start your market research
•	Start building your marketing plan

The Plan

Like your business plan, (you’ve got one of those 
I’m sure) a marketing plan can be an important part 
of your small business success. While your plan 
is primarily for your own use, it should include:

•	A description of you/the business
•	A description of products and/or services
•	Your market demographic
•	Your geographic market
•	Your selling method 
•	Your pricing (budget/quality)
•	Your competition
•	Your competitive advantage /disadvantages
•	Your marketing/advertising budget
•	A description of advertising & marketing tools 

available to you 
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The main objective of your marketing plan is to 
define what you are selling, who you are trying to 
reach, how you’ll reach this market, and how much 
it will cost to do.  This will guide you to the most 
appropriate way of communicating your market-
ing message to your target market. 
 
Within your marketing plan describe how you’ll 
use different forms of media to get your message 
across to different target groups or niches*. Just 
as you did in your business plan (got one yet?), 
you’ll need to layout the path to reach your target 
audience and how any obstacles will be overcome. 

Chapter Message

As a small business, make the best use of your 
limited time & money by working out which me-
dia appeals to your market. Remember most busi-
ness have more than one market niche* (area)
and the marketing is a long-term effort and slow 
and steady typically wins the race. 

Niche, a small slice of a market that’s targetable due to a specific trait.
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Action Plan

•	Start your market research
•	Start building your marketing plan

Notes of Wisdom

The single most important thing in any form of 
advertising is reaching your target demographic

“Research is what I’m doing when I 
don’t know what I’m doing.”

Wernher Von Braun

Forms, Life tools and Links

 » Forms and Links available at www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 3 

No Budget Research

One of the failings that I repeatedly hear is small  
business owners saying “I think” or “I reckon”, 
I think in 20 years only one person has ever said 
“The data or the research tells us this or that”. 
Research is a very important step in the evolution 
of your business.    

Without research, you have no truthful basis on 
which to answer even the most basic questions 
that you must answer if you truly desire to success-
fully market your product or service.  

Unless you have facts 
you’re just guessing
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Your Chapter Goals 

•	Chart your price point against  
your competitors, do you offer value?  

•	Chart your market, is it shrinking, growing,  
moving, what’s happening to your customers? 

•	Chart your competition, who are they, what are 
there strengths and weaknesses, what are they 
doing better/different to you?  

•	Chart your advertising  
is it the right message?  

•	 Is it targeted and effective?  

•	Start your no budget research 
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Easy No Budget Research Tools

Talk with your suppliers
Your suppliers, sales reps and their delivery people 
 know more than ANYONE.  They generally have 
a good feel for what’s selling in your market.

Local Newspapers 
Look at the advertising sections of local news-
papers for similar businesses, if you can, get old 
issues from the paper or library see which firms 
are still operating.  Look at how advertised prices 
& offers have changed over time. 

Yellow Pages
Check the on-line version of the Yellow Pages to 
see how many businesses similar to yours already 
exist withing 1km, 5km, 10km, 50km. Also com-
pare 2-3 year’s worth of printed Yellow Pages, 
who’s started/folded, also an increase or decreas-
ing number /size of ad’s may be an indication of de-
mand for your type of service.  
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Census data
An amazing amount of public census data is 
available online at no cost from the Australian  
Bureau of Statistics Visit: www.abs.gov.au / 

Attend meetings and network
Look for local business associations and your 
Chambers of Commerce and Trade Associations 
to attend meetings and network. They are also ex-
cellent marketing information resources. 

Market	testing	with	newspaper	classified
Test different offers/prices by placing a small 
advertisement in the classified section of the lo-
cal newspaper. This works best if you can use 
a different phone number/website to evaluate 
the feedback that you get.  

Talk to friends, relatives, and strangers
This is the least reliable method, people will often 
try to tell you what they think you want to hear. 
So listen carefully to what’s NOT SAID. 
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Research Tool 1 – Staff & Customers

Most businesses never ask their customers 
what they think about their products or servic-
es for fear that they may find fault. Don’t bury 
your head in the sand, take a chance to discover 
your potential and opportunities to stay ahead of 
your competition.    

1. Why did you choose us?
Price is not always the main reason people do 
business with you, it could be convenience, 
trust or quality.     

2. What is one thing we do really well for you?
Why you are better than your competitors, and 
how can you exploit this in your marketing. 

3. Is there anything we could we do better?
Why don’t business owners do customer sur-
veys, this is vital information that you need 
to know? Don’t allow your weaknesses to 
be your competitors’ advantage. 
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4. How likely are you to refer others to us?
Are you likely to refer a friend or colleague to us, 
Why? / Why not?   

5. How did you hear about us?
Ask what, if any advertising is working for you. 
If the majority of your new customers are com-
ing from word of mouth referrals, why not use 
your budget to create customer reward opportu-
nities for existing customers, not on advertising 
to people who don’t already know and love you.

With the answers to these questions, you 
can create marketing plans that has a bal-
ance of strategies, for attracting new customers 
as well as retaining existing ones.  

You will then know what areas you need to 
work on and what you need to keep on top of 
to avoid losing customers. Another point to 
consider is if your products or services are not 
up to scratch, then bringing in more custom-
ers will do more harm than good. 
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Research Tool 2 – SWOT

A SWOT analysis simply stands for: 

•	Strengths.
•	Weaknesses.
•	Opportunities. 
•	Threats. 

Each word corresponds to a square in the grid and 
you fill in each section.  The Strengths and weak-
nesses focuses on the business looking internally 
at what you can and cannot do. The Threats and 
opportunities on the other hand are external; fo-
cusing on the real-world conditions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats
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The SWOT analysis is a quick and simple tool 
to better understand the overall big picture. It is 
the starting point of strategic planning. A SWOT 
analysis asks you to look beyond the company 
and to try and determine what opportunities are 
open to your company to help formulate a market-
ing strategy. These benefits can include: 

•	 Ideas as to where your business could grow.
•	A better understanding of the industry 
•	A basis to begin writing a business plan.
•	Areas that give you a competitive advantage in 

advertising and marketing. 
•	A chance to see threats and react in time.

When you write your SWOT analysis, try your 
best to be realistic and specific, just writing “we’re 
great” - is not really all that helpful. It is just as im-
portant to record the complaints of poor dispatch or 
quality issues, as it is happy customers.  
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Strengths

Looking from the customers perspective, what 
are your strengths, the things that your company 
is really good at - example:  
 
•	Good business location
•	Unique goods
•	Good distribution 
•	Excellent business reputation  

and well known name

Weaknesses

Looking from the customers perspective what 
are your weaknesses, what are the issues with 
the company - example:  

•	 Inconsistent delivery 
•	Poor quality control 
•	Limited staff and dependence  

on key employees
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Opportunities

Looking from the business perspective, what 
are your best opportunities. Consider how 
you look at things, with a little more thought 
threats could become opportunities or vice 
versa - example:    

•	Change processes to improve custom service
•	Favourable government regulation
•	New clients / geographic markets
•	New technology

Threats

Looking from the business perspective how 
can these threats be met or overcome. -  
example:      

•	Cheaper imports
•	Competitor price competition
•	Economic downturn
•	Political/government regulation
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The most important thing to take from the SWOT 
analysis is an overview of your business which 
points out the problem areas needing work to reduce 
the threats to your company and position yourself 
to take advantage of the opportunities.   

It doesn’t have to end here once, you have done 
your SWOT analysis and taken some positive  
action, you may want to try more advanced tools 
that are available.   

Further research tools

Porters 5 forces analysis :
Five forces analysis looks at five key areas : threat 
of entry, power of buyers, power of suppliers, threat 
of substitutes, and competitive rivalry. 

Gap analysis : 
Gap analysis is a tool that helps a company to com-
pare its actual performance with its potential per-
formance. At its core are two questions: “Where are 
we?” and “Where do we want to be?” . 
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Research Tool 3 – Survey

Writing a customer survey doesn’t have to 
be that hard, but it’s important to research 
how satisfied customers are with you, your 
products and your service.   

The main point when creating a customer sur-
vey is clearly understanding why you’re writing 
it and what you’re going to do with the results 
i.e. What’s going to change? Start with some-
thing small don’t assume that customers love 
or hate your business or products.  
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Survey Questions

First always gather basic demographic infor-
mation sex, age, postcode and customer type.
Next write most questions with a fixed num-
ber of responses i.e. a,b,c etc or 1-10 rating 
from which respondents select their answers. 
End with an open ended question, if you think 
customers are unhappy with an area of your ser-
vice or product, you can ask them why? Just 
be aware that too many open ended or written 
questions can wear down a participant. 

Survey Points 

Try to get an honest performance rating with-
out leading the customers either way. Try not 
to be biased in your writing and also try to 
use words that your customers understand. 
Try “test-driving” a survey with a few cus-
tomers before you launch it to the world. 
Offer a prize (monthly or 1st, 2nd 3rd 
etc) for a randomly drawn entry. 
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Research Tool 4 – Breakeven analysis

Do you know how many products you have to 
sell to cover your costs? It’s terrifying just how 
many small business don’t have a clue.  Break-
even analysis calculator using programs like 
Microsoft Excel takes fixed costs (rent & wag-
es) and variable costs (buying stock) and 
uses spreadsheets to calculate how many of 
the products need to be sold to make a profit. 

Breakeven Point = Fixed Costs/(Unit 
Selling Price - Variable Costs)
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Fixed & Variable Costs

Fixed costs
Are  rent, insurance, dues and subscriptions, equip-
ment leases, payments on loans, depreciation, man-
agement salaries, and advertising. Things that do 
not fluctuate with changes in production activity 
level or sales volume,    

Variable costs 
Are directly proportional to changes in sales or 
production, such as raw materials, hourly wages 
and commissions, utilities, inventory, office sup-
plies, and packaging, mailing, and shipping costs.

A Break-even Analysis can help guide you with:

•	What do we need to charge to make a profit?
•	How many products should we produce ?
•	Should we add or delete a product line ?
•	What’s the effect of changing a supplier ?
•	How should we make our products ? 

 » Download a free Break-even calculator at  

 www.abconlinebooks.com
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Research Tool 5 – Secret Shopper

Are you a retail business owner? Perhaps you 
don’t make it into your shop every day and need 
to be sure that your staff are giving the best cus-
tomer service. Using a secret shopper is one 
of the best ways to gauge the quality of your 
staff and their customer service.  

Secret Shopper #1 (you)

Get a friend of a friend (that you’ve never met) 
to shop with you unannounced, ask them to rate 
the experience.   

Secret Shopper #2 (competitors)

Shop with your competitors or if your known 
by them, get a friend to do it, and get some 
feel/feedback about their business.  
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Secret Shopper #3 (talk) 

Talk to other business owners in a similar busi-
ness to get their feedback on how they see the po-
tential growth and expectations for their business 
in future years.  Also talking to business in non 
competing fields that are similar to you can give 
you a guide to the general state of the market.

Chapter Message

Research needn’t cost $1000’s,  
all it really needs is a little time & 
thought. 

Chapter Action Plan

•	Even for a small business research takes time so 
plan to do a small bit of research, per week or 
month

•	Any research is better than nothing, but faulty 
or fudged research will be the most expensive.
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Notes of Wisdom

“Advertising people who ignore research 
are as dangerous as generals who 
ignore decodes of enemy signals.”

David Ogilvy

“Advertising says to people, ‘Here’s 
what we’ve got. Here’s what it will do 
for you. Here’s how to get it.’”

- Leo Burnett

Forms, Life tools and Links

 » Forms and Links available at www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 4

Your Corporate Image

Your Corporate Image  
is how your business is perceived 

 
• Look • Quality • Personality •

Building your corporate image means taking the time 
to format a consistent and logical business identity 
i.e. Who You Are, this will flow on to create a clear 
position for your business advertising and marketing 
i.e. What You Do.    

Understand  
even if you have never thought about  

your business image 
from your customers point of view 

you have already got one
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Your brand is not just your logo

Your brand is not just your logo, letterhead, product 
or service, it’s how your business is perceived as a 
whole. The impression of the business, product or 
service that is built up in the minds of everyone that 
has come into contact with you, customers, suppliers 
and staff.  If your corporate image is not managed, you 
are most likely sending different messages to custom-
ers, suppliers and confusing staff.   

What is Corporate identity

Corporate identity is often viewed as being composed 
of three areas:    

•	Corporate Design, logos, uniforms, stationery 
and packaging; how your business looks.

•	Corporate Behaviour, business culture, values, 
principles and beliefs; how your business feels.

•	Corporate Communication, advertising, pub-
lic relations, information; how your business 
acts.
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How deep you go when redefining your corpo-
rate image depends on a number of things, how 
big and where the business is.  If your a local 
tradesman, the brand would normally reflect the 
personality of you the owner. However if your 
business is national or larger, the personality of 
the brand could be deliberately designed to mirror 
the product or expectations of the customer. 

Step 1: Review Current Planning

The first step in an audit is to review your cur-
rent planning, where the business going now, is 
this were it should be going?  This question goes 
to the very heart of the business and it’s main 
focus i.e; profit, community, owners lifestyle 
or simply to make wages.  
1. Your marketing plan tells you who your 

target audience is at the moment. 
2. Your business plan tells you who your  

target audience is for the next  five years.
3. Your long term business strategy should 

tell you what your goals are for 10-15 years.
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Step 2:  Review Target & Goals

So you’ve reviewed and if necessary refocused 
your marketing, business plans, clarified your 
long term strategy. Now with any luck your target 
market/s and future business goal/s should be on 
the white board staring you in the face. 

Step 3: Set The Tone

Should the brand lead: deliberately leverag-
ing its brand off an idea: ecological, health, race, 
sex, guiding the expectations of the customer.
Should the brand follow: be deliberately de-
signed to mirror the product or expectations 
of the customer.   
Should the brand be different: sometimes 
just being different and standing out or alone is 
enough.    
Should	the	brand	be	flexible	or	solid:	Yes, even 
in the 21st century, steady, solid and reliable is 
desired for a whole range of business. 
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Step 4: Reality Audit

Now that we have established that  audit-
ing your company’s corporate image is more 
than simply making a list of your advertis-
ing and marketing materials. Where do you 
start? At the beginning of course, decide 
what’s useful and what’s not.   

•	Physical design: logos, showroom, offices & 
building exterior , vehicles & parking areas, sig-
nage, cleanliness, uniforms, stationery and pack-
aging; how your business looks.  
Behaviour: staff policies & training, environ-
mental & social policies, customer dispute poli-
cy, accounting policy.  A total package of values, 
principles and beliefs; as to how it feels to do 
business with you.

•	Communication, advertising, public relations, 
information, marketing materials, customer sup-
port; how your business acts.
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Step 5: Manage the change

It doesn’t matter if you’re changing things slowly 
over years or diving into a total change, it’s im-
portant to have a plan and some rules in place 
to avoid confusion.    
•	Once a logo, advertising flyer or packaging item 

has been retired, it must never be seen again to 
avoid confusion. 

•	Plan how your going to tell your customers 
about the change, and do it often. 

•	Training is vital, as the organisation changes so 
must the thinking and behaviour of the staff.

•	The will and desire must come from the top

Chapter Message

It can be hard for a small business owner to 
step back and see the bigger picture, Try to 
find a vision for your future and take some 
small steps in building a better brand. Re-
member if you don’t manage your brand, your 
consumers will manage it for you. 
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Chapter Action Plan

•	Review your business and marketing plans.
•	Review business targets & longer term goals.
•	Set the tone for the business.
•	Take reality audit of your position, decide what’s 

useful and what’s not.
•	Plan to manage the change.

Notes of Wisdom

If you don’t manage your brand,  
your consumers will manage it for you 

Forms, Life tools and Links

 » Forms and Links available at www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 5

Write a marketing plan 

Before you say “Oh-no, too hard” writing a Mar-
keting plan is about your needs to. Confused, don’t 
be, of course you need to understand customers, 
products, competitors and all of that, but don’t forget 
the reason you went into business in the first place 
was to produce an income as well as allowing you to 
enjoy a personally satisfying lifestyle. 

A marketing plan outline

Business Overview
When writing a basic overview of the business, 
it doesn’t need to be a lot.  In just 5-10 lines  
write down, who’s involved, where the busi-
ness has come from, where the business is go-
ing. Also briefly state any major strengths, weak-
nesses, opportunities, and threats. 
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Market Overview
In as few words as you can manage, write down 
what’s happening with your customers. Have their 
purchasing attitudes changed in the last six months, 
year?  If they have, then so should your market-
ing plan. Have the economic conditions impact-
ed their buying decisions, this is where an major 
threat or indeed opportunity could lie. 

Customer Information
You’ve done your customer research right? It’s 
essential: You know who are your customers are, 
you’ve mapped where they are,  and what is their 
specific product or service needs and you know how 
often they will buy?   

When doing your research you may have found 
that you have 2, 3, 4, 5 distinct customer nich-
es or groups. Llok at what is common to each 
group, you may find it easier to find new cus-
tomers because you now know where and 
how to advertise to each niche and what are 
the key motivators for each niche.  
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Market Information
Since you’ve done your customer research and 
you’ve also got your market information on 
your competitors and general market condi-
tions so you know:   
•	Who your competitors are (name, location)
•	What competitors are doing (price, offers etc)
•	What can be done to out manoeuvre them  

 

Product/Service Information
Take a step back and look at what makes your 
product or service standout or be different from the 
competition.  If you can’t see anything ask a few 
customers, it may be as simple as your local, or 
that they know and trust you.  
•	  Do you need to change your products/services to 

make them unique or special in some way? 
•	Do you need to change the appeal of your prod-

ucts/services, colours, packaging or price?
•	How can you make distribution easier and the 

buying decision simpler? 
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Marketing Objectives
Identify the most effective means to business 
growth and latest market opportunities. Cannot 
think of anything, here is a few ideas. 

•	Once a fortnight take a different customer out 
to lunch and ask what their problems are and 
think how you can help.  

•	Use the web to research what is the latest trends 
in your industry.   

•	Try to looks sideways, are different types 
of business facing the same issues as you 
and what are they doing about it. 

•	Do a plan of action to implement new ideas.
•	Evaluate potential within the existing market 
•	Develop complimentary products and services.
•	Brainstorm new market scenarios.   

(rate them for practicality and cost.)
•	Work on “add on” sales and up-sell 

(would you like any fries with that?)
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Marketing Mix Strategy
The product marketing mix decisions are normally 
described as one of the following four categories:

•	Product
•	Price
•	Place (distribution)
•	Promotion

These four variables are the marketing mix or 
the 4 P’s of marketing. They are the main tools 
that business owners have in order to attract 
customers in there target markets.   

Product
The product or service offered to the con-
sume could also refer to any additional servic-
es or conveniences that are part of the offering 
including after sales service. Product also in-
cludes aspects such as function, appearance, 
packaging, service, warranty, etc. 
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Price
Pricing includes not only the list price, but also 
discounts, financing, and other options such as 
leasing as well as profit margins and the probable 
pricing response of competitors.  
 

Place
Place/distributions include how easy is it to get 
the products to the target customers and what 
cost and time is involved.    

Promotion
Promotion can be a large proportion of the prod-
uct price in some cases and will cover plan-
ing advertising, public relations, media types, 
performing a break-even analysis when mak-
ing promotion decisions.    

It is useful to know the value of a 
niche customer to determine whether 
additional niche customers are worth 

the cost of acquiring them.
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Advertising

Successful and inexpensive marketing is created 
with a flair for publicity. By smart thinking, it is 
possible to get free or inexpensive publicity in the 
local media or on the internet. Speak to your web 
design company about internet advertising op-
tions such as click through optimisation. 

Having a consistent focus and a uniform ap-
proach to branding, marketing and sales 
are also essential, no matter what the mar-
ket is doing. Getting your basic market-
ing toolkit  right is  a solid start. 

Basic marketing toolkit  

•	Business card
•	Web site
•	Vehicle Signs
•	Building Signs   

If you are not on-line already DO IT NOW
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Budgets

The most costly part of marketing is the time 
it takes for you/staff to do the activities list-
ed. The vast majority of the software tools 
needed to implement the activities you most-
ly already have (MS Office) or are availa-
ble for free. The exceptions to this are for web 
and design specific tools.  

Chapter Message

I personally know how it can be hard for small 
business owners to impose a due date upon them-
selves, we often find the week “too busy doing 
real work and making a living” to write a plan or 
even update the old one. The one thing to point out 
is you are leaving profits on the table. 
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Chapter Action Plan

•	There are many free templates available on the 
web to help you start writing your plan

•	Start on your marketing plan   
Remember that the actual process of thought 
~ research ~ analysis and planning is more 
important as the actual document.

Notes of Wisdom

“Advertising research is one-half frustration, 
one-half exclamation point, and one-half 
question-mark. If this adds up to more than 
100 percent, it proves that mathematics and 
research sometimes gives confusing results.”

Michael P. Ryan.

“Those who fail to plan, plan to fail.” 
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Chapter 6 

Plan your advertising

As small business owners we often get over loaded 
and put things off until the last second. Mostly 
we get things done but sadly too often we are not 
producing the best results we can because there 
wasn’t enough time.    

Planning and  attention 
are important parts of a 

successful marketing campaign.

Planning and scheduling.

If you are just beginning to think about doing a 
Christmas promotion and its already  
the 10th of December    
you’re too late.   
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A good rule to follow is the 12-6-3 rule.

•	 12 months; Have a basic whiteboard of your  
marketing for the year, with approximate budget. 
Note - holidays, trade events or slow periods

•	 6 months; Get more detail in the planning, 
concepts, creative work and production.

•	 3 months; Have a definite schedule for the 
creative work, printing and delivery.

•	 1 month Final artwork should be finished and 
proofed. Now your ready to book printing/place-
ment, lists, mailing schedules, etc.  

Using an advertising planning system will enable you 
to avoid rushing and have a clearer picture of your 
overall marketing and budget. You should be measur-
ing the sales results of your advertising.  If you can  
plan  and measure results for a few years, you have 
a very effective marketing program, resulting in a 
better return on investment (ROI).  

Newspapers & Magazines give significant 
discounts to yearly bookings
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The Offer

Creating print advertisements that deliver a return 
on your investment takes a little practice, here are 
a few tips.    

1.  Try a response advertisement that tells  
 people what to do and why.  
2.  Focus on what your customers want  
 i.e. solve their problem or need.
3.  Eliminate “we” add more “you”
4.  Send readers to a specific web page  
 and track how many people visit. 
5.  Give people something of value  
 i.e. buy NOW and you also get: 
6.  Put a benefit in your headline 
7.  Don’t hide your contact information
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The Return (ROI)

IMPORTANT READ THIS  
If an advertisement costs $1000 per month and 
you make $50 clear on each sale. You’ll need to 
sell 20 more units than you normally would have 
without the advertisement to be in exactly the 
same financial position. So selling an extra 30 units 
would only give you a 50% return (ROI).  

You will need to try different media and formats 
to workout how to best reach you target market/s, 
but never lose sight of the return otherwise you are 
just throwing away money.  

Consistency

If you have scaled back your marketing, you may 
be sending the wrong message to your customers.

Be consistent with advertising, 
from a customers point of view, 

your decreased advertising looks 
like your in financial trouble
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Chapter Message

The best way to get real results is to track every-
thing; Advertising costs vs. sales, time of year and 
holidays, rain and competitors advertising.  Taking 
a more structured approach is GUARANTEED to 
out perform guessing or just doing what the ad-
vertising sales person said.  

Notes of Wisdom

“There’s no secret formula for advertising 
success, other than to learn everything you can 
about the product. Most products have some 
unique characteristic, and the really great 
Advertising comes right out of the product and 
says something about the product that no one 
else can say. Or at least no one else is saying.”

Morris Hite,
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Chapter 7 

So which advertising is best?

The best type of advertising for you, 
is unique to your business. 

There are many factors to consider: your type of 
business, customers, location, products & services all 
combine to give you a unique place, unlike any other 
business.  It could be something as simple as your 
location that is slightly different to your competitors 
these things, however small, can count with potential 
customers.     
   

It’s not that simple
We have all preferred one store over another 

simply because the parking was better 
when you came from your side of town
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Want to know which Advertising is Best?

•	Great customer service
•	Helpful, knowledgeable and friendly staff
•	The best range of the best products
•	Consistent and reliable products and service
•	Pricing that is appropriate for your market 

Without a doubt a business that is reliable, knowl-
edgeable, and has great customer service and the right 
price will always do better than average. Because it 
gets great word of mouth, your customers will happily 
tell everyone that you’re “The Best” so it is important 
to start there and be your best and get your business 
process as right as you possibly can. 

That said, we all know a real pizza shop that is 
dollars more than the chain stores and has a 30 
minute wait time or the discount computer store with 
NO customer service just the lowest price. Why? 
Because they do ONE thing exceptionally well, and 
they’re very consistent about it.  
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Types of Advertising 

Medium Advantages . . . . . . . . Disadvantages
Television Reaches large market  . . . . . . Poor targeting
 Uses sight, Sound & Motion  . . . Very High Cost
 Appealing when done well . . . . Short exposure
Radio Reaches large market  . . . . . . Poor targeting
 Jingles can create a hook.  .  .  .  . High Cost
 DJ reads have credibility . . . . . poor attention span
 Appealing when done well . . . . Short exposure
Newspaper Reaches large market  . . . . . . Poor targeting
 Flexible, colour expensive  . . . . Poor reproduction
 Trust, believability .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Short exposure
Magazines Demographically specific . . . . . Long lead time
 Hi Quality colour  . . . . . . . . . No position guarantee
 Longer shelf life .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Signs/Outdoor Hi repeat exposure . . . . . . . . Static Image
 Low relative cost . . . . . . . . . 
 Exactly positioned.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Online Demographically Selective . . . . Low impact
 Low cost, Immediate . . . . . . . Audience controls view
 Motion / interactive . . . . . . . . Skewed audience
Direct Mail Selective & Flexible .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Junk mail image
 Allows personal contact.  .  .  .  .  .
 Full colour, multi- page . . . . . . 

The best advertising is a campaign that 
typically involves several forms of 
media to gain maximum exposure
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Mass Media (TV, Radio, Newspaper)

If a company needs mass-market exposure and has 
the budget, mass media (i.e. TV, radio and major 
newspaper) advertising is probably a good fit. 
But if your a normal small business on a budget, 
then “bring a friend, and get 50% off” card might 
be the better option to generate word of mouth 
and get new faces in the door.   

If you do feel that mass media is for you, please 
make sure that you are using the right media to reach 
YOUR real potential clients.   

“The power of Old Media was its ability to 
reach large numbers of relatively undefined 
prospects through very few channels – terrific 
if you are a McDonalds’s with everyone as a 
potential customer. But for all other advertis-
ers, there’s New Media, which has the power to 
deliver specialized audiences of only the best 
prospects. ‘Segmentation’ is the new ‘traffic’.”

  - Steve Borris’
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Niche Media (Trade Mag’s, Social Media, Website)

Niche media is your budgets 
magnifying glass, the tighter you focus 

the more power your dollar has!

Trade Magazines & Shows
Trade magazines and shows, are an effective way 
to contact large numbers of potential clients.  If you 
have just started the expense of 3-4 months of trade 
advertising followed by an effective display at a 
trade show, this will get you known in the market.

Web site
Your web site should have niche landing pages 
appealing to each niche. Try to focus both your 
site and marketing on a segment of the mar-
ket that is not already dominated. 

Local Clubs
Sponsor an event at one of the local clubs, be there 
in person to hand out the prize, get your face known.
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Web Forums & News groups
If you did not know, web forums are the fishing 
or car  clubs of the internet and there is a forum 
(or 30) for almost any subject, product or inter-
est you can imagine.  Take the time to become a 
member, then wait a week or two watching the 
group, who are the thought leaders, what are the 
in vogue topics, once you know the local “lin-
go” join-in and introduce yourself.   

Be aware that most forums are not comfort-
able with any direct sales chat, just be their 
friend, be helpful and honest, if your not, you 
will get (a) eaten alive and (b) reputation dam-
age that is very difficult to repair.    

It’s important to understand  
that you are building a relationship 

that will pay you back at trade shows 
and referrals down the track.
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Social Media, 
Social media is great for small businesses because 
it costs relatively little money, just your time.  As 
long as you approach your customers sincerely, 
your return on investment for time spent on creat-
ing a customer community, and connecting with 
like-minded individuals can be huge.  

Social media’s world wide “word of mouth”, 
combined with your standard marketing efforts 
and a solid product or service, can have a lasting 
impact and help strengthen your business brand 
and reputation.    

Social media is not influenced by 
the budget your business has, but 
rather by the strategy you have!

It is also vital to understand that social media 
works both ways, like your reputation in a small 
town, “word of mouth” giveth and it can taketh 
away, if you start a customer group you must main-
tain good will and walk the higher road. 
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The power of a Niche

Never underestimate the power of a niche. 
Toyota was one of the first major car compa-
nies to realize that there was a group of car 
buyers who would be interested in environmen-
tally friendly cars. To answer this need, it came 
up with the Prius. The Prius was the first mass 
production hybrid car. Once Toyota took the 
plunge, it pursued an effective niche market-
ing. It didn’t promote the Prius in just any 
media. It focused on media outlets that were 
watched, read or listened to by people con-
cerned about the environment. For example, 
environmental groups and their publications. 
As the only major car company making envi-
ronmentally friendly cars at that time,  
 
Toyota didn’t dominated the niche  
   – it WAS the niche.
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Local Media (Signs, Cars)

So many businesses are not making the most of 
the sale potential that is right on their doorstep. 
Spending $1000’s on advertising, reaching the 
whole of the state when in most cases they would 
do better to convert an extra 5% of the poten-
tial customers in a three suburb radius. 

Local media, the signs on your building 
and cars, handing out cards at the school 
fete or football game are without a doubt 
the best form of advertising for most small 
business, there is simply nothing better.  

NAB research showed that 45 percent of 
Australian businesses receive the majority 
of  their sales from local customers. 
 (National Australia Bank)
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So what’s the future hold?   

Ultra nitch TV

Next ultra nitch IPTV (web based television), 
no matter how small the interest, sport or hobby, 
if there’s 20,000+ worldwide viewers to watch 
there will be advertisers to support it.   

SONY thinks so too, they do already make TV’s 
with a built in internet connection. 

Ultra Nitch Advertising 

If you think big brother is watching now, just 
wait! Google, Facebook and others will further 
enhance there tracking to allow “One to One” adver-
tising based on your browsing and search history.  
So if you have been looking up dishwashers on 
the net over the last few weeks, the advertisements 
you see will slant more towards white goods.
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Digital display based signage

I think that over the next few years digital dis-
play based signage will become more main-
stream, affordable and smarter, reacting to 
input from cash registers, to up sell and acces-
sorise and interfacing with motion sensors, 
so that as you move around the store the pro-
motions will change automatically. 

Chapter Message

Most businesses will not need or benefit 
from using all of the types of advertising but 
by using, two or more types that most effec-
tively reach the targets.  

Chapter Action Plan

Do some market research on your custom-
ers to discover your most effective advertis-
ing method, remember the smaller the niche 
is, the better the leverage.  
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Notes of Wisdom

“The most important word in the vocabulary 
of advertising is TEST. If you pretest your 
product with consumers, and pretest your  
advertising, you will do well in the marketplace.”

David Ogilvy, 1963.   

The best ad is a good product.
- Alan H. Meyer

Forms, Life tools and Links

 » Forms and Links available at www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 8 

Television Advertising

Television advertising is a very effective way to 
get your messages to a very large market audience. 
Television more than any other advertising medium 
has the ability to reach out, that being said, for most 
of the small business that this book is intended for, 
the cost and lack of niche focus make it unaffordable.  

So why waste the pages? Firstly to stay true to the 
books title and secondly because over the next few 
years this will all change radically.  There are already 
100’s of “channels” of IPTV web based television, 
already producing content so no matter how small 
your interest, sport, hobby or language group if 
there’s enough worldwide viewers to watch there will 
be advertisers to support it.    
 
 Pro’s .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Con’s
 Reaches large market . . . . . . Poor targeting
 Uses sight, Sound & Motion . . . Very High Cost
 Appealing when done well .  .  .  .  Short exposure
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Chapter 9 

Radio Advertising

Radio is a great way to advertise it’s cheaper to 
produce and buy than television advertising, yet still 
has large reach you can target a wide niche by se-
lecting the right radio station.  

•	 The sound of your commercial should not be far 
from the sound of the station. Don’t sell tickets 
to the symphony on a country western station

•	 Using the DJ to read your copy live during the 
show will give your ad more credibility.

•	 Good jingles work, bad ones are annoying,  
You can still sing jingles from when you were a 
child, however to be truly effective you must com-
mit to months or even years of continuous airplay. 

 
 Pro’s .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Con’s
 Reaches large market . . . . . . Poor Audience Attention
 Jingles can create a hook . . . . High Cost to be effective
 DJ reads have credibility .  .  .  .  .  Very wide nitches
 Appealing when done well .  .  .  .  Short exposure
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Chapter 10

Print Advertising

Magazine and newspaper advertisements are 
another way to advertise a product or service. 
Typically newspapers target an audience based 
on geography and magazines on common inter-
ests. Printed options include display ads (colour, 
graphic and larger), as well as classified advertising 
(text and/or smaller). Classifieds are more afford-
able and better value if run continually. 

Important Points
•	 Rate Cards & Circulation; Normally show cov-

erage area, demographics and circulation. Some-
times readership. Circulation is the number that are 
printed. Readership is the actual number of peo-
ple who read.; P.S. Print circulation is declining, 

•	 Ad Size; print ad space varies wildly between pub-
lications, take a moment to understand column cm.

•	 Advertising rates;  The best time to get a good deal 
is the day before the deadline, they’ll be running 
unpaid advertisements if they don’t fill the space.
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Newspaper advertising

Newspaper advertising offers more mass 
appeal and larger reach than magazines. News-
paper advertising still works very effectively 
for certain demographics but it really very 
much depends on your product or service.  

•	 More and more people are reading the news 
on the web and not the printed versions. Ask 
if your newspaper has rates for on line ads. As 
a generalisation younger and more time pres-
sured read the on line while older and the more 
better off still prefer the printed versions

•	 Newspapers can insert your catalogue, flyer or oth-
er preprinted material, this gets you in the door.

•	 Certain days of the week are better for cer-
tain ads than others, make sure you read 
the paper for a few weeks to get feel.

 
  Pro’s .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Con’s
 Reaches large market . . . . . . Poor targeting
 Flexible, colour expensive . . . . Poor reproduction
 Trust, believability  . . . . . . . . Short exposure
 Classified are good value . . . . requires repeats to work
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Magazine advertising

Magazine advertising is more effective because it is 
targeted. A magazine has a specific viewership that 
can be measured and if your target audience falls 
within that market, then it is a perfect match.  

•	 Don’t make your ad look like an ad. Why, because  
people read magazines they’re interested in, 
a specific topic and they already want to know 
all about your product. So tell them facts, show 
them the pictures, most of the time they actu-
ally do want to know, what is it going to do for 
them. Think about your hobbies, how interest-
ed were you in the new “widget” last month.

•	 All print advertising takes time, magazines 
even more so due to the longer cycle, allow a 
few issues to run before introducing another 
idea, (unless it extends the first)  
 
 Pro’s Con’s

 Demographically specific  . . . . Long lead time
 Hi Quality colour . . . . . . . . . No position guarantee
 Longer shelf life  . . . . . . . . . 
 Repeat or multiple readers
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Chapter 11

Print & Collateral

Print (Business Cards & Letter head)

A lot of business today are using digital letter heads, or 
templates built into their word processing software it 
is cost effective, can be changed easily and never runs 
out but, never underestimate the power of a quality 
print.  Even in this day and age, a quality business 
card is an extension of its owner and the perfect op-
portunity to reflect and communicate the style and 
personality of your business not just a method to 
display your contact information.  

The two things you must have to be in business 
is a business card and a web site 

 Pro’s .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Con’s
 Something real to hold .  .  .  .  .  .  Requires reprinting
 Design reflects business  . . . . Cost (minor)
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Collateral 

Collateral are the materials that support the 
business process and sales effort, they include, 
with compliments slips, payment slips, direct 
mail, sales sheets, brochures, posters, presentation 
folders, promotional items and almost anything 
else you can think of.    
It is important that these materials continue to 
build brand credibility, and support the sales 
or brand building process, this builds further 
confidence in clients and helps their decision 
process. Words, pictures, facts, charts, data tables, 
diagrams, testimonials, and so on, can all have their 
place within a piece of sales collateral. 

•	 Presentation Folders & Brochures
•	 Catalogue Production
•	 POS & Direct mail flyers

 Pro’s .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Con’s
 Extends the brand . . . . . . . . Can go out of date 
 Design reflects business  . . . . Cost of holding stock
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Chapter 12

Online Advertising

Advertising online is an increasingly popular method 
for promoting a business. There are many forms of 
online advertising. Banner ads are image ads dis-
played on web pages. Google AdWords is another 
popular form of online advertising that matches an 
ad to an Internet user’s search inquiry. 

•	 Website 
•	 Pay-per-click (PPC)
•	 eNewsletters
•	 Blogs
•	 Youtube
•	 Web cams
•	 Social Media
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Website

Websites - there is so much to know that it could be 
a book on its own, but web marketing and design 
is just standard marketing. Research your target 
audience, research the competition, then build a 
web experience that suits your target audience.  
Points to know; get the right domain name, make 
sure it is professional, Understand basic SEO 
(search engine optimisation), answer users’ ques-
tions and make it easy to contact you.     

Pay-per-click (PPC) 

PPC advertising is simple, you are only paying for 
results,  If someone searches a word/phrase with 
Google or Yahoo that matches your key word/s, your 
ad is shown, if they click on you your advertisement 
your then charged. With PPC you don’t pay if nobody 
sees your ad and you don’t pay if someone sees it but 
doesn’t click. You only pay when someone clicks your 
ad.  The key to effective PPC campaign is your keyword 
strategy and understanding your visitor analytics. 
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Online – eNewsletters

eNewsletters come in two levels - basic sent from 
any mail program or more advanced tracked eNews-
letters that can include subscriber management, 
personalisation, statistics, such as how many times 
a page was viewed, did they click through to your 
web site, time spent on any page and more.  Tracked 
eNewsletters are very powerful tools that require 
you to market to a plan i.e. page updates and new 
information etc, well worth the effort. 

Online - Blogs

Put simply a business blog is a diary or journal. If 
you have loyal clients that want to know what is hap-
pening, a blog will let you communicate with them 
on a personal level, they can feel involved and part 
of the process.  Blogs work wonderfully if your are 
sponsoring someone that your client base looks up to.
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Online - Youtube 

YouTube, is free, is owned by Google and counts 
towards your SEO!, Promoting your products or 
services YouTube can produce a second stream of 
traffic and is an exciting and powerful tool to involve 
your customers on a different level.  It is particularly 
effective with fashionable or technical products and 
things that are hard to describe in words. 

•	You don’t need to make a blockbuster just make 
it fun, factual, educational or better all three.

•	Overlay your logo, sound quality is important.

Online - Web cams

If you are a tourist destination, restaurant, or a 
business with a visual element, broadcasting a web 
camera feed of your shop can add an extra dimen-
sion for a very low cost.    It can be used as a low 
tech way of showing web customers your daily 
chalkboard menu or how busy you are. 
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Online - Social Media

Social media is a tool for building relation-
ships, and luckily you can also advertise to any of 
these groups.  You can also use social networks to 
build relationships with customers, responding to 
their questions and comments, by being surpris-
ingly enough SOCIAL.  Remember “it’s conversa-
tional, a dialogue”    

Social network marketing has been the fastest 
growing form of internet advertising. Using sites 
like Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn can be 
extremely effective for targeted ads. 

Facebook
Facebook is one of the worlds top most visit-
ed websites. It’s ONLY reason for existing is 
to connect groups of people by relationship, lo-
cation, work/school or interest.   This is a mar-
keters’ dream.    
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Linkedin
Linkedin (think Facebook for business) 80 mil-
lion business professionals from around the 
world, representing every industry. 

Twitter
Twitter is a way to post short messages on 
the internet much like a phone text. This can 
be used by businesses to communicate with 
employees or customers, it is often used to 
keep people up to date.   

 
Medium Advantages . . . . . . . . Disadvantages
Facebook Reaches large market  . . . . . . Over exposure
 Use sight, & Motion .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Not every demographic
 Appealing when done well . . . . 
 Popular with under 35’s
 
Linkedin Large BtoB market . . . . . . . . Higher Cost
 Mainly Business professionals . . US focused

Twitter Instant contact  . . . . . . . . . . Short messages

MySpace More flexible pages   . . . . . . . Ads & Spam
  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Older format
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Chapter 13

Signage

Signs are the most cost effective and durable advertis-
ing investment a normal “on the street” business can 
make. It is out there promoting your business 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week, rain or shine.  

A well designed sign tells passing potential customers 
not just who you are, and what you do, but can imply 
what type of service and price range they can expect.

 
 

Signs are oriented to your local area, 
the people who see your sign are 

the people who live in your local area 
and are in a position to 
buy from you everyday.
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Building Signage

We take building signs for granted, which is surpris-
ing as we need them everyday to find local busi-
nesses, to understand what they do and unless your 
tucked away down an alleyway, or in the back corner 
of an industrial estate, signs have the lowest “dollar 
per exposure” cost of any advertising.  

Product Types
•	 STANDARD SIGNS are a cost effective way,  

long lasting, no maintenance.
•	 BACK LIT, perfect if you have passing trade 

at night, some maintenance required.
•	 NEON & 3D Higher cost, good visibility  

day/night, scheduled maintenance a must.

 Pro’s .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Con’s
 Total design flexibility.  .  .  .  .  .  .  Unique designs cost $
 Very flexible options . . . . . . . Req. design experience
 One up front cost.  . . . . . . . . One up front cost
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Vehicle Signage
Vehicle signage increases the presence of your company 
in the areas where you work and builds recognition 
of your business through repeated sign exposure.

Product Types
•	 WRAPS : Expensive but have the most impact,  

typically 2-4 yr life, needs protective layer. Good 
for leased vehicles as it will protect paint.

•	 VINYL : Flexible, removable, 2-8 yr life-span,
•	 MAGNETS : Must be removed & cleaned often.

Points to know
•	 SIDES : Keep it loud and to the point at 60km/

hr you have less than a second to be remem-
bered. BACK : in heavy traffic and at lights you  
have a captive audience so tell your story. TOP : 
the top counts if you spend lots of time in traffic 
or have domestic clients, it’s the first thing most 
homeowners see.    

 
 Pro’s .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Con’s
 Repeated local exposure  . . . . Needs responsible driving
 Looks professional .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Unpredictable behaviour
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Indoor POS Signage 
In-store advertising is most often used in retail 
stores, to draw attention to products.  This gives 
the store an attractive display that draws atten-
tion to the new product. Other types of in-store 
advertising include banners and display cases.

Product Types
•	 POSTERS & HANGERS, photgrap-

ic colour, good life, easy to install
•	 FABRIC, photographic colour, good life.
•	 WINDOW GRAPHICS, req. prof. installation. 

Points to know
•	 A large percentage of this will become digi-

tal (led display) signage over the next few 
years, particularly in larger stores.  Can be 
changed in seconds and be remotely updated.

 Pro’s .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Con’s 
 Good branding & colour lift.  .  .  .  Gets dirty
 Responds to store needs  . . . . Requires quality content
 Can change with daily events. .  .  Can be damaged
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Digital Signs
Digitally controlled signage TV displays allow you 
to change your advertisement on one display, one de-
partment, or even a whole store network in seconds, 
eliminating the cost and time with traditional printed 
signage and POP display & installation. 

Product Types
•	 STANDALONE DIGITAL (Dumb), lower cost. 
•	 NETWORKED DIGITAL (Smart), requires 

more planing & higher setup cost 

Points to know
•	A typical digital sign system will cost thousands, 

and that’s not including ad creation, however 
over 3-5 years factoring printing and installation 
the cost savings and flexibility are amazing.

•	Design, planning and installation require careful 
planning and project management. 

 
 Pro’s .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Con’s
 Instant changes & updates.  .  .  .  Requires quality content
 Can respond to daily events..  .  .  Requires operator skill
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Chapter 14

Direct Mail

Addressed
Addressed Direct Mail gives you the ability 
to precisely target your advertising. First start 
with existing customers, gradually profiling 
their responses, once you have a clear target use 
list brokers to buy suitable correct list 

Points to know
•	Start with your existing customers
•	Ensure your list is accurate
•	Barcoded direct for postal discounts
•	Mail regularly, try test mailings with different 

offers and specials.
•	Use CRM to measure the results

 Pro’s .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Con’s
 Flexable product delivery  . . . . 5% ROI is Good
 Tried and true method. .  .  .  .  .  .  Unpredictable delivery
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Unaddressed
Unaddressed Mail is a relatively low cost method 
delivery by standard post, without a specific address.   
This is  very effective for a business to business 
mailing where the use of post boxes or locked boxes 
prevents you from using a lower cost “walker”.

Product Types
•	 BUSINESS to BUSINESS : direct into 

post boxes/ locked bags etc
•	 COUNTRY works for rural ar-

eas not serviced by walkers

Points to know
•	This is the best method for Business to Business 

or areas with post/locked boxes 
•	Easy access to potential customers without re-

quiring any personal information
•	Low cost way to assess market interest
•	Lets you try test mailings i.e. different offers or 

coupons  to adjacent suburbs to track interest.
•	More reliable than some other services.
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Throw over advertising
Throw over advertising is that huge wad of advertis-
ing you find stuffed in you letter box or beside your 
driveway, it is a cost efficient form of advertising that 
allows you to target very precise areas.  All major 
retailers use it extensively so you know it works!  But 
it’s shotgun advertising, a true mass media item, so 
the question to be asked is  “does your product appeal 
to a broad enough market”? Research says it takes 
4-6 drops for consumers  to start remembering your 
business name and product!   

Product Types
•	 BASIC FLYERS: Cost effective
•	 FULL COLOUR MULTI- PAGE : 

Points to know
•	Enables you to select the suburbs to target
•	 It is flexible - one off or ongoing distribution
•	Suited to all budgets 
•	30% go straight in to the rubbish
•	Full colour has production costs.
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Chapter 15

Other Advertising Ideas

Product Placement
One of the first instances bringing product place-
ment to the publics attention was in 1982 when 
the movie E.T. was released. In this movie, char-
acters are seen eating Reese’s Pieces® candy. 
Sales of Reese’s Pieces® increased substan-
tially as a result of their visibility in this incredibly 
popular movie, generating publicity about the ef-
fectiveness of this type of advertising. 

•	 If you make surfboards think about letting the lo-
cal kidswear shop use one of your boards as a 
prop or backdrop to their window display

 
 Pro’s .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Con’s
 Gains new attention . . . . . . . Product damage
 Breaks away from the pack. . . . Unpredictable display
 Very cost effective
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Word of Mouth Advertising
While some may argue that word of mouth is not 
advertising because it’s free, this form of promotion 
is one of the most credible and priceless assets of any 
business.  OK, business owners cannot buy word of 
mouth advertising, they can do things that encourage 
their customers to tell their friends and family about 
the great product or service they purchased. 

Leverage Word of mouth
•	 Bring a friend deal, 50% off your 

meal if you bring a friend
•	 Customer loyalty cards,  your tenth cof-

fee is FREE (requires name and email)
•	 Introductory offer business cards,  hand-

ing out a business card is not as ob-
vious as passing out a flyer. 

•	 Sell On Hold on your phone system.
•	 Make it like a podcast, write a blog.
•	 Hold an devent, just a Friday BBQ.
•	 Email Offers, send a new offer with in-

voices or monthly statements. 
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Sponsorship & Endorsements

Endorsements are like word of mouth but costs 
more money, but if you have got the right endor-
see, your business, products and credibility all 
ride along with there success (or not).  

Having your product or service endorsed 
by a celebrity can increase product 

awareness in a target market. 

Using local celebrities or well-known individu-
als within the products niche. For example, many 
youth clothing labels look for professional skate-
boarders or motorcyclist to endorse their products. 

 Pro’s .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Con’s
 Gains attention for the product.  .  Usually quite expensive
 Breaks away from the pack. . . . Unpredictable behaviour

Make sure the product is relevant to the 
person endorsing it. Don’t have an ath-
lete promoting personal computers. 
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Community notice board

Community notice boards are relatively inex-
pensive to get made and can play an important 
role in keeping your name visible at school or in 
the community for many years to come.  Try of-
fering one at no cost to your local school, com-
munity hall or shopping centre for the promo-
tion of local community activities. 

Ask you local sign writer to make something up 
that is suitable  for the location, keep your brand-
ing small you don’t need to shout, people will be 
seeing it often and for years and years. 

•	 Good for businesses that build long term re-
lationships, accounts, lawyers, insurance.

•	 Good for youth focused business, sports stores, 
tutors, music academies and orthodontists.

•	 Works well in smaller towns and suburbs
  
 Pro’s .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Con’s
 Gains attention for the business . Prone to damage
 Always working. . . . . . . . . . Unpredictable conent
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Car Radio

A friend of mine that is a singer/entertainer 
placed a cheap MP3 player and a mini FM radio 
transmitter (like you see for iPods) in the rear of 
his car.  On the MP3 player was a 5 minute loop 
with some songs, a little snippet of his live in-
teraction with the crowd and a small radio style 
commercial with his name and web site.   

He also had a sticker with his name and web site 
on the rear of the car. He said that he spends so 
much time crawling through city traffic that it’s 
already paid for itself 10 times over.  

Now I’m not suggesting you should do that, 
I’m just pointing out that Chris had found 
a way to (a) introduce people to his prod-
uct, (b) that was unique enough to get remem-
bered and (c) worked so that any call he got al-
ready knew who he was, what he sounded like 
and how much a night might cost. 
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Door hangers

If you’re promoting services direct to home 
owners, such as window cleaning, house clean-
ing, lawn care, landscaping, pool cleaning, etc, 
you will want to target exactly the homes that 
could use your service.    

Door hangers are perfect marketing because your 
already in the area cleaning/mowing etc the house 
next door which is a bonus, because there is no ex-
tra travel, and the client has possibly already seen 
your work so they don’t require selling. 

•	 Has more customer pull than direct mail 
•	 You can target the customers you want.
•	 You can leave a little section where you 

can write a little personal note.
•	 Try using a small photo of yourself,  

in uniform with a tool of the trade 

 Pro’s .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Con’s
 Low cost. & Local  . . . . . . . . You may intrude
 Breaks away from the pack. . . . Unpredictable response
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Chapter Message

Stop and learn from other advertising, partic-
ularly your competition, when you see an ad 
or an idea that really grabs your attention, take 
note and think about why – what about it made 
you stop and read or listen? Try to incorpo-
rate this factor in your advertising. 

Notes of Wisdom

Even Marketing and advertising professionals 
sometimes ask others for a fresh view: when your 
working in any business it’s very hard to “step 
back” and look at yourself from a customers 
perspective. 

“You can tell whether a man is clever 
by his answers. You can tell whether 
a man is wise by his questions.”

Naguib Mahfouz
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Reader feedback

Dear Reader
We appreciate and value your feedback, comments, 
suggestions and stories of how the book has 
helped you.     
Please email: info@abconlinebooks.com 

For an up to date list of books available from the 
publisher please check the web site 
www.abconlinebooks.com 

Gift suggestions

Purchase several books for gifts and presents and 
save, visit the website for specials and loyalty 
discounts.    

 www.abconlinebooks.com
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About the Author 

The wide scope of advertising and market-
ing information contained in this book reflects 
the professional life of author Peter FitzGerald.  
Having spent time over the last 30 years working 
for advertising agencies, hi-tech multinationals, 
newspapers, sign writers, screen printers, flag 
and banner, commercial TV production and even 
time as a professional musician.  

This book is written to allow someone new to 
business to basically understand Advertising & 
Marketing and allow them to interact with pro-
motional and design services with more of an un-
derstanding of the basic tools required. 

Contact: 
Peter FitzGerald 
peter@bluecrystalcreative.com
www.bluecrystalcreative.com
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